May 2008 Lucky Astrology E-newsletter
Enjoying the Completion of the Two Major Aspects
Last month we talked about the Saturn/Pluto aspect which was a time to uncover
and renew our tangible and material desires by focusing on, scheduling and
developing projects. Planning to be successful or happy would have brought repeats
of the same feelings. That’s why we said this aspect was the Restructuring aspect.
It added form to our deepest feelings and yearnings and gave renewed passion to
our projects already underway. If we had space for new projects in our lives, it
could have been a Restructuring time to begin for now and for our whole life.
An assignment from that was to recall all of our favorite experiences and extract
from them the best feelings and emotions. It was an auspicious time to undertake
such a project since the energies of the aspect were strong.
Hopefully we have all done that project and put away the list of emotions we want
to carry us through life. If not, view the project steps by visiting the website at
www.luckyastrology.com/archive.htm and clicking on April. There is still a chance to
complete the project until May 11 – that’s when the Saturn/Pluto aspect finishes.
However it is best to do this quickly to take advantage of this super-duper
extracting and organizing energy from the universe.
To those who did finish the assignment, congratulations. This is a huge step
towards a more joyful future for life. This puts us on our way to feeling more
loved by a higher power.
When we feel this love by a higher part of ourselves, whether we call it God,
Divine Love, our Subconscious Mind or The Cosmic or whatever, we feel complete
and are able to feel loving towards ourselves. Once this happens, we start to see
that others are an integral part of who we are, and we naturally feel loving towards
them. This loving feeling expands to all of nature and eventually all there is. This is
what we call an awakened state of Awareness.
It is important to note that this is a causeless love. Its only motive is pure love, a
genuine liking and wanting. It is an acceptance of just the way things are and an
agreement of every moment we are in. This is an extremely powerful state of mind
to be in. To be aware of the peace, happiness and bliss of this state is to
experience Oneness with all there is. Everything is in harmony and just perfect at
each moment.

This perfection is a byproduct of sharing, helping and generally doing for others. It
comes as we give to others. By this action, we automatically grow this Love inside
ourselves. Eventually we can be in a place of joy and love for all that is, that we
flow positive energy outwardly towards everything and everyone. This is Nirvana or
Heaven on Earth. This is our life’s goal.
What is the next step for all this? It is to continually reach for a thought that
makes each of us feel a tiny bit better. We start wherever we are and go from
there. On our daily paths when we hear a thought of our own or another’s we can
choose to think or/and express a thought that is a little bit better, a little more
positive, a little more upbeat. We start looking for the silver lining in all there is.
This works wonders as it attracts better and better things, people and events to us
like a magnet. This is called the law of attraction. If we try it, we will like it – and it
will like us – for sure!
How does this all fit in with the two aspects that are happening now? Up until
the Saturn/Pluto aspect finishes on May 11, it is a great time to attach projects to
our ‘envelope’. This ‘envelope’ is the compilation we made of our life’s desired
feelings last month. Each of these feelings is a pot of gold at the end of the
rainbow or, in other words, our pathways or projects that evolve from our joyous
emotions.
These projects can be intuited at this time because of the Jupiter/Uranus aspect
which has been with us since March (see our March newsletter at
www.luckyastrology.com/archive.htm and click on March). This strong intuitive
energy is present until June 2.
However, once May 11 comes, then the Saturn/Pluto creating or birthing time of
the projects we have set up to reach our life’s desired feelings is over. We should
make a list of those babies, those projects we have come up with from May 3 to
May 11 as this is an ambitious planning phase. It is best to also set the goals and
timelines for each project, so we will know when we have become successful in their
attainment.
Write the goals for our projects down now. Once again, this is a window for
planning to bring more of our desired emotion into our lives. This is such a
wonderful time to attach material projects and goals to achieving the feelings in
life we desire. This will ensure their durability. Use the ‘envelope of feelings’ and
set projects and their goals from them. This is the best way to make the rainbow
actually flow to our envelopes of gold. The rainbow will become a real pathway as we
place the stepping stones of our projects along its way.

Here are some other strong energies to take advantage of from May 3rd until
May 11 - We can use both the Saturn/Pluto and the Jupiter/Uranus aspects to
rethink or re-plan our careers, and our standing or position in life with respect to
what we really desire in life. We can use Astrology, the Internet and other modern
electronic tools and programs to understand and decide where we want to go and
what we actually want to be doing.
On May 11 Saturn & Pluto’s planning and extracting energy will be finished, and all
energy is indicated to be put into ‘expanding intuiting’ -- the Jupiter/Uranus aspect
which extends to June 2. We do that by noticing and encouraging the lightning quick
answer that comes in a small, wee voice when we ask, especially out loud, a question
about the future. We can experiment with intuition by asking who is calling us on
the phone before we answer a ring, or who mailed us before we check our mail box.
We can start with these small questions and as we learn to pick out our Intuitive
voice from our rational mind’s thoughts, we will be adding to our experience of what
the Intuitive voice sounds like and how to differentiate it from our regular
thoughts. This will let us see that a part of us really knows facts and answers that
can be quite prophetic and true and we can use this ability on bigger and bigger
questions.
This Jupiter/Uranus aspect, in addition to being quite inventive and expansive
especially in regard to electronics and humanitarian efforts, can also be quite joyful
with outside group sports and unusual and fascinating occurrences in space, UFOs
and even Astrology. This aspect becomes exact May 21, so that will be the
strongest time for all this fantastic and fascinating and fun-loving energy that is
available to us all. It then tapers off and is finished on June 2.
In our opinion, though, the best use for all of this uplifting energy flow from May 4
to June 2 is for new ideas for our “Envelope” of ‘Life’s Desired Emotions.” We can
continue our 10 minute walks, asking ourselves out loud every once in a while, “What
is the next step towards my ‘envelope of life’s desired feelings’?” When we
verbalize this aloud, we are transmitting our desire for assistance from a ‘higher
power’. We are showing that we are receptive to new ways, to new ideas, to new
steps on the path towards our ‘envelope’.
If we have done the complete process suggested here, we can then ask, “What is
the very next step to put energy into for Project #1, Project #2?” etc.
We would love to hear your experiences along these lines, especially those related
to the ten minute walk and the emotions you culled from it, so will you please email
us?

And now as a quick refresher of what to achieve by next newsletter:
May 3-11: Create projects for the attainment of desired lifestyles and make
goals for the development of these projects.
May 11-June 2: Intuit how to proceed on these goals and where to put
energy for their success.
JoySee was just reading last night that only 29% of the U.S. population believes
in astrology. What we believe in tends to happen. That’s lucky because as we align
with Lucky Astrology’s positive-only astrology, the positive will tend to happen more
often to us. Is astrology lucky for you? Just write us with your birth data and we
will look at your chart and see how your planet Uranus is doing. It will tell us if
Astrology can be joyful for you.
September may be our next newsletter because that is when the next long lasting
positive aspect happens. If that is the case, have fun and follow your joy! Hopefully
our new knowledge of Intuiting will be exciting for all of us.
Namaste,
Davie & JoySee Pfaffle
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